An Association for Internet Exchanges

- **74 affiliated IXPs:**
  - 52 IXPs in Europe (30 Countries)
    Operating over 100 Internet exchanges
  - 22 IXPs from the rest of the world
  - Newest Members, ALB-IX (Albania), TunIXP (Tunisia), KINIX (Congo), UAE-IX (United Arabic Emirates), ZIXP (Zambia), CyrusOne (USA) and OttIX (Canada)

- **11 affiliated patrons:**
  - ADVA Optical Networking
  - Brocade
  - Cisco
  - Extreme Networks
  - Interxion
News

• IX-F – Internet Exchange Federation MoU signed
  – APIX
  – Euro-IX
  – LAC-IX
  – Af-IX to join in 2013

• Planning Collaboration with PeeringDB
Thank You!

Bijal Sanghani – Euro-IX
bijal at euro-ix dot net
Twitter: @euroix @bijalsanghani